EXAMPLE INQUIRY
FEEDBACK SURVEY
This inquiry is an example of a feedback survey. The Sprockler user wants to know what
participants thought of the activity.

STORY QUESTION
1. Can you share an example of one valuable moment during the activity? It can be
something small or large. Please described what is was and why this moment was
valuable for you. (open question)
…

INTERPRETATION QUESTIONS
The following questions are about the example you have just shared.
2. The example I shared is … Place a dot at the point on the line that best corresponds with
your answer. (bipole question)

Very large

Very small

3. The example I shared is mainly about… Place a dot inside the triangle where it best
corresponds with your answer. (tripole question)
Content

People

Facilities
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CONTEXT QUESTIONS
The next questions are about your experience with the activity in general, no longer about the
example you shared.
4. How likely is it you would recommend others to participate? (bipole question)

Highly likely

Not very likely at all

5. If you were to score the activity on a scale from 0 to 10 (0 being lowest, 10 highest), which
score would you give? (numeric question)
…

6. The way in which the trainer hosted the activity was … (bipole question)

Extremely unclear
7. How did you
this training/event/activity via Zoom? (bipole question)

Very challenging

Very clear

find participant in

Easy and straightforward

8. Do you have a tip or recommendation you would like to share? (open question)
…

9. Is there a question we didn't ask you? Ask yourself that question and answer it. (open
question)
…

CLASSIFYING QUESTIONS
Almost done! The next questions are about you.
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10. In which activity did you participate (single choice question)
• Activity 1
• Activity 2
• Activity 3
• Activity 4
• Activity 5
• Activity 6
• Activity 7
11. For which department in the company do you work? (single choice question)
• Marketing
• Finance
• Administration
• Sales
• Human Resources
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